Mission ISON – Phoenix – Part-2
Commander Hatonn via Michael Beuger – 2013-12-15
My beloved ones,
This message is meant to prevent panic among humanity. At the one hand, mainstream media and scientists are ignoring comet ISON. At the
other hand, within a few days, amateur astronomers might observe frightening phenomena in te sky. Like planetoids at the size of several miles,
heading straightly towards Earth. This certainly could be true. But one fact is sure. Whatever might happen, there will be no relevant collisions.
There even will not occur any technical disturbances or other kind of damage to your planet or environment. We possess all facilities to redirect
all celestial material on time.

More information about ISON and about our space crafts
Via other lightwork channels, has been published, that ISON contained and still contains much more matter than that comet core at the
maximum size of three miles. We left all unuseful ice, gravel and dust at the Sun, but we are transporting huge amounts of matter on our journey
towards Earth. Now, it is as well official, that our mission is not only performed by our spaceship Phoenix, but with many other vessels.
We indeed have the skill to cloak objects, even of planetary size. And to change orbits and rotations thorougly. If such might be the case during
the next days, this will prove to every human being, that your planet is guarded by extraterrestrial allies.

The future of this project is a surprise to us as well
I again emphasize, that it is not my final decision, which parts of this project will be realized the next days. For a happy few, I have lifted a tip of
the veil, in order that they might cherish our intentions in their hearts, to enhance a maximum manifestation of this mission. They are anticipating
with great joy, yet their imagination fails to describe the full beauty of your intended new situation. When all of our plans are realized, this means
a permanent change of the direct environment of your planet. However, the system Earth – Sun – Moon, will remain unchanged for the moment.
We want to postpone the synchronization and stabilization of this precision watch, until you yourselves will have all the knowledge and
equipment to take over such jobs from us. Likewise of the tectonic and climatologic optimalization of your planet.
Your loving brother Hatonn – Chief Logistics Celestial Bodies

